Performance assessment of the Illumina massively parallel sequencing platform for deep sequencing analysis of viral minority variants.
Massively parallel sequencing (MPS) technology has opened new avenues to study viral dynamics and treatment-induced resistance mechanisms of infections such as human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and hepatitis C virus (HCV). Whereas the Roche/454 platform has been used widely for the detection of low-frequent drug resistant variants, more recently developed short-read MPS technologies have the advantage of delivering a higher sequencing depth at a lower cost per sequenced base. This study assesses the performance characteristics of Illumina MPS technology for the characterization of genetic variability in viral populations by deep sequencing. The reported results from MPS experiments comprising HIV and HCV plasmids demonstrate that a 0.5-1% lower limit of detection can be achieved readily with Illumina MPS while retaining good accuracy also at low frequencies. Deep sequencing of a set of clinical samples (12 HIV and 9 HCV patients), designed at a similar budget for both MPS platforms, reveals a comparable lower limit of detection for Illumina and Roche/454. Finally, this study shows the possibility to apply Illumina's paired-end sequencing as a strategy to assess linkage between different mutations identified in individual viral subspecies. These results support the use of Illumina as another MPS platform of choice for deep sequencing of viral minority species.